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As presynaptic chemical precursors respond to pain with retraction from chemical stimulus; the reaction of 
psychosomatic response is to pre anticipate depression for that of post synaptic release of pleasure inducing 
chemical reuptake response for pain repression; with that of mania inhibition inducing chemical reaction 
transduction of mixed valence precursor and post cursor subtype of chemical specificity by routing of nervous 
system sympathetic arousal from pre synaptic axonic to post synaptic adrenergic dendritic action by 
independence of post to pre synaptic junction adrenergic pain pleasure pathway.

This does away with several central issues of my life:

1.)  First, there is no taboo by me to take medication; if and when it is properly prescribed and I have free 
admission to take what does and has proven to work for me under terms of efficacy; for that of what otherwise is 
acknowledgement of the benefit of the advice of my doctor; that of what I had mistaken as a potential poison 
now working of different kind; and that of what otherwise had been problematic; through my willingness to 
remember and take.

2.)  Second, there is that of my case to be proven that I have compliance, that I am not harmful, and through 
these experiences that of my motion beyond that of strife with this, additionally that of what otherwise was to be 
of what was of my motivation to seek the right medication for purposes of my life; to salvage that of my mind 
before my body; and to accept the provisions of accepting that I understand for what I no longer have a 
diagnosis.

3.)  Given I understand the medication and believe that it works, to remember that I need take it, I will and for 
that of what was of a mistake, may be forgiven for my misunderstanding, and can reprieve many from what 
otherwise would be an injustice for that of what I needed comprehend without that of mixed dialog into what 
was working and not; for that of the risk to my health; for which I possess a right; and with the furtherance of a 
singular diagnosis.

4.)  Given I can comprehend how to develop medication of a new kind through preventative means ab initio of 
many varieties; and understand nature and old fashioned medicine; and the efficacy of the modern medication; 
and much of the psyche through my travels and that of my awareness to aid and assist others with the words of 
the oath by which doctors stand by; it is my believe my words will fall on ears that are recipient to what is 
necessary to be understood as a person with rights; for the given that is many cautionary tales of wrongful 
treatment.

5.)  Finally, as none of this is permanently of the nature of the given of the wrong for that of which had been of 
vindictive or retaliatory actions on my part for an other; even expressed; there is not that of which had been 
wrong so as to oppose my action with that of an other; through and of that which would be a good career into 
that of finding my place to prove my given capability with a background in science and that of personal 
experience as the first recovery from such as been described; the one given stance that provides me to help 
others.

A: )  For these reasons it is necessary I feel to consider that of medical and law and environmental and 
mathematical science for the modeling of molecular changes and computations for any of these; of benefit to all.


